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Abstract

A position sensitive particle counting system is described.

A cyclic readout imaging device serves as an intermediate

information buffer. Pulses are allowed to stack in the imager

at very high counting rates. Imager noise is completely

discriminated to provide very wide dynamic range. The system

has been applied to a detector using cascaded microchannel

plates. Pulse height spread produced by the plates causes

some Jo-•:,"• of information. The loss is comparable to the input

loss cf »he plates. The improvement in maximum counting rate

is several hundred times over previous systems that do not

permit pulse stacking.
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Introduction

In position-resolved particle detection, microchannel

plate (MCP) electron multipliers are finding a wide range of

applications. Soft X-rays, UV, electron and ion radiation all

produce localized electron avalanches in an MCP. Microscopic

events are thus converted into events suitable for further
i

processing. For the near UV region, as well as for visible t

light, a separate photocathode may be used to provide electron

input for the multiplier.

There are various methods to count the electron bunches

produced by the MCP while retaining pulse position information.

The choire will depend on the pulse rates expected, as well as

on the e jt.ired resolution. This report describes a method that *

handle:, hi full dynamic range of MCPs while producing resolu-

tion ox t'te order of 500 separate counting channels in one

dimensu n. Moreover, it includes sufficient data preprocessing

for o • .'.ine transmission to the typical small digital computer,

capable of 10 to 10 transfers per second. (Even less is

actual]'/ required.) Limited use of analog pulse number repre-

sentation (in combination with parallel digital processing)

permits a worthwhile increase in maximum counting rate, even

though only small pulse numbers are represented by analog

signals. The method was worked out for MCP pulse counting.

However, its usefulness is not restricted to cases where MCPs

are used to amplify primary detection events. Neither is it

limited to resolution in one dimension. The equipment used

for testing the method has 100 resolution channels - 500 or

more resolution elements are clearly within reach.
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MCP characteristics **

I
MicroChannel plate electron multipliers are two-dimensional

arrays of tubular multiplying channels. A typical unit consists
5 2

of some 5x10 close-packed channels over an area of 5 cm . Much

larger plates are available.

Accurate pulse counting at the output of a channel plate :

poses two problems. The signals are small due to moderate average •
3 5 -

gain (10 to 10 typical, depending on supply voltage). The

distribution of output pulse heights is approximately a negative

exponential curve , a large percentage of pulses having practically

zero height. (The term pulse height is used as a measure of the

total charge in a pulse.) Fortunately, these difficulties can be

solved by cascading two plates, whereby the multiplication process -
2 3 4 5

can be brought to saturation ' ' ' . In the literature, pulse

height distributions of electron multipliers are often described

in terms of the most probable (modal) height and the Full Width

at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the distribution curve. Saturation

mechanisms in channel plates can be expected to resemble those
7 8 9

in larger scale, single-channel devices ' where a FWHM/roodal
ratio of 0.5 is typical . A tew adjacent channels in the second

2 3 5
plate will usually participate in each pulse ' , depending

on how small the distance between plates can be made and on

2 3 4
alignment of channels. From published data ' ' , the FWHM/aiodal

ratio for channel plates in saturation mode can be estimated

to about 1.4. The standard deviation is about 0.5 (mean height

normalized to unity).

7 8Modal saturated gains in the 10 to 10 range can be

achieved, producing manageable signal levels for single event

counting. However, the time required after a pulse to restore
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the charge distribution within an individual channel depends

on the amount of charge removed, as well as on surface resis-

tivity and channel geometry. Standard low-cost plates commer-

2
cially available are capable of a total signal output of 0.5 uA/cm

5 -2in linear operation. This corresponds to a 1x10 Hz cm rate of

3x10 electron pulses (equivalent to about 1 Hz per channel).

If a 50% reduction in modal gain can be accepted, pulse fre-

quencies one order of magnitude greater can be used . As this

paper shows, it is indeed possible to utilize this mode of

operation, thus enabling total counting rates up to 10 Hz

or more, depending on MCP size. The background pulse generation

_2
within a plate can be lower than Q.2 Hz cm , as has been

observed in our laboratory. The MCP signal-to-noise ratio may

therefore be 5x10 or better.

Previous MCP pulse counting work.

Although it is certainly desirable to find a method of

counting the pulses of each MCP channel separately, the diffi-

culties are considerable. In fact, no current method of MCP

pulse counting is based on the precise alignment of a counting

device structure to the MCP structure. One well-known type of

position sensitive device which has seen considerable use in

MCP pulse counting10'11'12'13'14 uses a strip of resistive

material to collect the electron bunches. Two charge pulses

appearing at opposite ends of the strip are compared in order

to establish the position of a bunch in one dimension. (This

technique has also been used in two dimensions.) The relative

amounts of charge appearing at the two terminals can be used

to determine position, and so can a comparison of the two

pulse shapes. In comparing charges, one of them, or the
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difference between the two, must be divided by their sum. As

both signals contribute to total error, and the spread in MCP

pulse height is quite significant, the precision of each signal-

processing stage must be several times better than the desired

total resolution. Since the rate of experimental events is not

fixed but obeys Poisson statistics, the signal-processing

equipment must be able to count an order of magnitude faster

than the averae rate in order not to distort the results. It

seems difficult to achieve the accuracy and speed required for

10 Hz average counting rates at reasonable cost, using charge

division techniques, either digital or analog. The other scheme

depends on pulse shapes rather than pulse sizes. It is less

expensive to implement, but achieving the required speed is still

very difficult. The strip resistance and reactance (usually

capacitance) are utilized to produce varying pulse shapes

(depending on position} whereby the pulses are stretched in

time. Typical resistive-strip detectors described in the

4

literature are limited to counting rates in the 10 Hz range.

They show a pronounced tendency towards decreased resolution

at high pulse rates. Of course, position determination depends

on pick-up strip properties such as homogeneity and geometry.

Linearity deviations of 1% are quite often found. With pulse-

shape dependent methods, uniformity of strip reactance is

important in addition to uniformity of resistance.

Perhaps the most straightforward method of MCP pulse

collection is to use a set of anode strips/ each with its own

preamplifier. The amplifiers constitute quite a problem,

especially if mounted directly on the electrodes, in the

vacuum. If the amplifiers are moved away from the strips,

transmission lines must be used to handle the fast pulses,
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and attention must be paid to isolation between the lines.

Recently, Timothy and Bybee have described a 32x32 element

device using 32+32 preamplifiers connected to 32+32 anode

strips. Each individual pulse must be taken care of separately

and without delay. This method (like the resistive-strip

method) therefore requires a fast, random-addressing storage

device. This suggests a fast memory unit external to a

typical computer. While the anode strip method should be

adaptable to very high counting rates, we discarded the idea

at an early stage because of its great complexity in the case

of a 500 element, one-dimensional device.

A modification would be to integrate the electrodes and

amplifiers on a common silicon chip, at the same time providing

capacitive charge storage. A sequential read-out scheme could

then be used, reducing the need for connexions through the

vacuum barrier. However, it is difficult to make such compli-

cated monolithic circuits with an area of more than about

1 cm , using present-day technology. This means that for all

but the smallest of MCPs, electron optics must be used for

demagnification between the MCPs and the silicon chip, producing

geometric distortion which would in many cases be unacceptable.

Another well-known technique that has been used extensively

is converting the electron pulses to scintillations on a phos-

phor screen which is scanned by a vidicon camera ' . Again,

this is a form of sequential read-out, where information is

stored in the vidicon target. The camera can then be located

outside the vacuum, looking in through a window. (It might be

possible to eliminate the phosphor screen by placing the

vidicon inside the vacuum and exciting the (special) .target



with electrons directly. However, there would be the problem

of matching target and MCP areas.) The scheme has drawbacks.

The optical stage degrades resolution somewhat.. More important,

tne vidicon electron optics distort the image and cause drift.

The counting rate is limited. Pulses are extracted from the

video signal by a simple threshold circuit or by a time-

derivative threshold circuit . Maximum counting rate is

limited by a) the fact that pulses roust be separated on the

screen in order to be counted, b) the size of the light spots,

typically covering several scan lines and c) the vidicon

target lag, causing each pulse to be read out in several

successive scan frames.

The newer, silicon target vidicons provide improved

sensitivity, useful lifetime and shading, i.e. dark-current

variation across the target. However, they are more likely

to have spot defects than conventional vidicons, and one is still

dependent on a scanning electron beam for position information.

Tubes of this type have been used, in conjunction with image

amplification, in commercial equipment for "Optical Multi-

channel Analysis", i.e. the recording of optical intensity

18 19(flux) spectra in digital memories °'A3',

By using the all-solidstate imaging devices now available

it is possible to do without the scanning electron beam and

20the accompanying position inaccuracy. E,I. Gordon has pointed

out the great possibilities of charge-coupled devices (CCDs)

in position sensitive particle detection. In addition to CCDs,

there are various other forms of charge transfer devices, e.g.

"bucket brigades", as well as charge injection devices (CIDs)

and the more conventional arrays of photodiodes scanned by

on-chip MOSFET switching circuits. Devices have been described21'22
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that combine a monolithic imager with a photocathode and an

accelerating electron lens to provide very sensitive optical

sensors. Some of these, known as Digicons ' , are available

commercially. They have been applied to (what we have called)

21 24

optical multichannel analysis . Riegler and More have

combined a MOS type device of linear configuration with MCPs,

using a phosphor screen to produce light visible to the imager.

Single pulse counting as well as flux measuring modes are

described. A fiber-optics coupling plate is used between the

phosphor layer and the imager silicon surface. However, in

contrast to conventional lens systems, the commonly available

fiber-optics components do not provide for the demagnification

that would be necessary for matching nonr.al size MCPs to

silicon devices. When fiber-optics are used, one is thus

limited in the same way as with direct (electron) excitation

of silicon integrated circuits as already discussed. (As a

matter of fact, many of the solid-state imagers can be used

for electron excitation after minor changes.)

In the present trials, we decided to use semiconductor

imagers with phosphor screens and conventional lens systems.

Even though there is no lag in e.g. CCD imagers, other counting

rate limitations of the old vidicon system pulse counting mode

are still present. On the other hand, in a flux measuring mode

where light is integrated for each channel rather than counted

as pulses, the dynamic range is limited at the low end by
18 21

camera noise ' . This is constant, regardless of actual input

levels. Optical multichannel analyzers utilizing flux measure-

ment typically produce a few Hz per storage channel from camera

noise. For our purposes, the idea of a camera background signal

was considered unacceptable. For this reason, we devised a new
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mode of imager signal utilization, which combines the essential

features of pulse counting with those of flux measurement. At

low counting rates, individual pulses are detected while camera

noise is fully discriminated. At high fluxes, collective measure-

ment provides the required throughput. Of course, the application

of such a system is not limited to the particular type of imager

excitation that we have utilized.

The pulse stacking method

If the imager is allowed to receive a sufficient number of

input pulses for a given readout interval, then the pulses will

merge. It will no longer be possible to find individual pulses

by measuring a rise followed by a fall in the output signal.

Several pulses will be piled on top of each other. The flux

of pulses can still be measured from the actual output levels

of the camera. To do this, one needs an analog-to-digital con- ;

verter (ADC). The conventional way of adjusting such equipment

is to permit any input signal, however small, to be measured

while at the same time minimizing the "dark signal", i.e.

measured values in the absence of input signals. If the imager jl

is in itself linear, this will produce a linear relationship A

between actual fluxes and measured values over a background *'<

level originating from imager noise and related noise sources ' .

One is thus limited by the finite dynamic range of the imager, •*

which causes a noise output even in the absence of input pulses.

On the other hand, in single pulse counting applied to a video

signal, the imager noise can be prevented from causing any dark

counting, merely by setting the pulse detection threshold

appropriately. Our present approach is to use a pulse detection

threshold in a modified flux measurement scheme. This means that

the zero level of the flux measurement ADC is readjusted to
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remove all input signals below a certain level. We are dealing

with input pulses of approximately constant size (within the

limits of MCP pulse height distribution). Thus it is possible

to admit single pulses for counting while preventing imager

noise counting. The threshold produces nonlinearity in flux

measurement, since low fluxes are more affected by it than are

higher fluxes. (For all levels above threshold, the amount of

reduction in measured value is constant.) However, this effect

can be compensated for, in order to produce linear measurements

of experimental event frequencies.

For practical testing of the detection method, we chose a

two-dimensional, 100x100 element CCD imager (Fairchild type

CCD-201, selection class A ) . Although resolution was required

in one dimension only, an area imager was used in order to

provide a height-to-width ratio (aspect ratio) compatible with

the usual circular MCPs. We preferred the CCD device to MOS-

switched arrays because of higher resolution and lower light

requirement (as specified for saturation).

Preliminary tests were conducted with the CCD-201 to

determine the possibility of actually discriminating camera

noise while passing light pulses from an MCP-phosphor screen

combination. 1 kV was applied to each of the two MCPs. An

additional 4 kV was used for electron acceleration to the

P31 (green emitting, 5200 Å) phosphor screen. It was found

that with an f/1.0 lens aperture, the camera output signals

produced by individual light pulses were several times higher

than the random temporal noise component peak level for a

given picture element (pixel). The pixel-to-pixel fixed

pattern noise was greater than the wanted signals in some

parts of the screen. However, it was found that a majority

subset of the total 10000 pixels was almost free from fixed
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pattern noise. It was decided that the array could indeed be

used as planned, with the incorporation of a circuit to gate

out fixed noise pixels. Figs, la and b shows the result of the

gating operation at 100 tiroes normal video gain. Fig la shows

the fixed noise pattern before gating at 0.5 MHz readout rate.

(The pattern noise is caused by "dark current" and decreases

strongly with increasing readout rate.) In Fig. lb, fixed

pattern noise has been reduced to a low level. If further

pattern noise reduction or a constant detection efficiency

in one dimension is desired, it is of course possible to gate

out additional pixels.

Since resolution was desired in one dimension only, in-

formation from many pixels would have to be summed. Since a

moderately high pixel readout rate was used (0.5 or 1.0 MHz)

for reasonable pattern noise and maximum counting rate, the
i

addition had to take place outside the computer. We chose js

summation by picture rows rather th<\n columns so that only

one subtotal number had to be stored outside the computer.

Each computer input operation thus involves the flux sum

of one picture row. Random noise voltages do not add linearly, \J:

but the addition of noise from the 100 pixels of one row would

clearly make it difficult to separate a single input pulse

from noise. For this reason it was considered necessary to

apply the noise threshold to each pixel separately. We elected

to use an ADC with 800 ns conversion time to perform one measure* ,-å

ment per pixel readout. In practical operation, each input pulse |

should be several times stronger than random noise, or the ;

signal-to-noise ratio would be significantly reduced. Thus,

for an imager dynamic range of typically 200 times the random

noise, the number of light pulses stacked on top of each other
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should be limited to 25 or so. A low-precision ADC can therefore

be used. It is interesting to consider the actual improvement

in counting speed that results from 25-level pulse stacking,

as compared to conventional single-pulse counting. If pulses

were to arrive ordered for optimum packing, the improvement

would be 25 times multiplied by a factor representing the

gaps between pulses required for individual pulse counting.

However, for Poisson distributed pulse arrival, average counting

rates must be reduced. For single-pulse counting, a reduction

factor of 10 would perhaps provide a reasonable low probability

for exceeding system capacity because of pulse clustering. (An

average of one pulse in 20 would actually be lost.) In the

pulse stacking scheme the maximum average counting rate would

be about 0.8 times the ideal maximum rate for the same overload

1probability (0.05 = probability of exceeding stacking height 25). *
I

All in all, the attainable improvement in maximum pulse rate

is thus several hundred times for pulse stacking as compared

to single pulse counting. In fact, in most cases it becomes

necessary to operate the MCPs in the non-linear region in

order to utilize the full iniager dynamic range. This introduces

another source of intensity nonlinearity. However, all non-

linearities may in practice be compensated for by one step

of processing, e.g. by computer. It should be noted that it

is possible, if desired, to apply automatic cancellation of

e.g. thermal drift. This can be done by referencing the ADC

zero level to a portion of the imager kept dark, as is commonly

done in conventional flux measuring work.

Statistical considerations

As already mentioned, pulse height spread is not completely

eliminated, even by using cascaded MCPs. Consequently, when the
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imager output consists of piled^up pulses it is not possible

to determine with absolute certainty the number of pulses

that actually caused a given signal level. Instead, the signal

when measured yields an equivalent pulse number, i.e. the

number of average height pulses corresponding to the measured

value. There is good reason to estimate the extent to which

pulse height spread increases fluctuation in values measured.

First, let us assume that all the charge from each MCP

pulse produces signal charge (linearly) in only one pixel.

(This can be approximately true when pulses projected onto

the imaging array are small relative to pixel size and if

isolation between pixels is high.) The total charge produced

in a given pixel between readout operations is the sum of

individual, independent pulse charges. According to the central

limit theorem, the resulting charge distribution is well

approximated by a Gaussian curve, provided the number n of

summed pulses is reasonably large. Fig. 2 (reproduced from

reference C) shows that even the charge distribution for a

single pulse is not very far from being Gaussian. The Gaussian

approximation should therefore be applicable even for very

low values of n. With the charge unit taken to be equal to

the average single pulse charge, we thus have the total charge

distribution for a given n:

- n ) 2

where 0 is the total charge and a., is the standard deviation

of single pulse charge.
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n itself is subject to stochastic variation. The probability

for a given n has a Poisson distribution,

p(n) = 5Ly- e"
S , (2)

where n is the average value of n. The total charge distribution

then becomes

-- >2/

p(Q) = " P(n) • pn(Q) = I - - — g 2n°l . (3)

n=o n=o nl0*

From the distribution (3) the variance in Q may be found. For

large values of n, Q = m = detected pulse number, and we directly

obtain the variance in m. As an alternative, we may formally

write

Q = n + fi, (4)

where the 6 term is produced by height fluctuations in the

single pulses. Now, if n and Ö are statistically independent,

then an easy way to find the variance in Q is to sum the

variance of the two terms n and 6. It can be shown (see

Appendix ) that a sufficient condition for the summability

of o n
2 and a&

2 is that the width of the distribution p (Q) is

independent of n. For large values of n the relative range

of n-values is small and the Gaussian width is indeed appro-

ximately constant, i.e. eq. (1) can be replaced by

Pn(Q) - -~=^e — 1 _ (5)
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From (4), 6 = Q-n and

S 2

- 2
, M 1 „ 2no. /£.p(o) = — — e l . (6)

2

Thus, 6 has a Gaussian distribution with variance fio. .

n has the Poisson distribution (2) with variance n. The

total variance in Q is therefore

= o Q
2 « n + no x

2 = n(l + o1
2) . (7)

Taking n = 20 and a = 0.60 as an example, (7) gives o_ = 5.22.

For comparison, eq. (3) has been used to produce the charge

distribution curve of Fig. 3. Its standard deviation is 5.20,

confirming the applicability of (7) for the values chosen in

the example. (Also shown in Fig. 3 is the Poisson distribution

of n, having of course a standard deviation of fn = 4.47. The

added width of the charge distribution reflects the spread

in individual pulse heights.) Eq. (7) tells us that the relative

uncertainty can be written

-* = Q = " i . . (8)

The relative loss of accuracy due to a given o« is thus the

same for any (reasonably large) value of n. In practice, of

course, n must be limited upwards because of the need to

discriminate between single pulses and noise in an analog

signal, the dynamic range of which is always limited. During

an experiment, many m values are typically added. Whenever (7)

is valid for the individual m values, it is also valid for

a summed m value since each m value is the result of an

independent subexperiment, and variances can be summed.
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With low n values eq, (5) is not a good approximation of

(1). Still the added uncertainty due to o. will be about the

same. For example, let us take the extreme (but important)

case n << 1. Once in a while, the effect of o. is to produce

two counts (or even more) from one input pulse (the lowest

pulses will not be counted at all due to the threshold). The

exact situation will differ depending on actual pulse height

distribution, threshold level and spacing between the first

and second counting thresholds (assuming that single pulses

will rarely cross the third threshold). Suppose that in a

given time lapse (many readout cycles) the actual pulse number

is v = vn + v, + v-, where v- is the number of not detected

pulses, v, and v are the numbers of pulses causing one count

and two counts respectively. The total count is then

m = m. + nu = v + 2v_ . v, and v_ correspond to statistically

2 2 -
independent processes with a = v1 and a = v_. Furthermore

\>1 i v x i

m0 = 2a , and, since the two processes are independent,
1 V

2 2 2 2 2
m = a * + a = a L + 4a = v. + 4v_ . (9)
m m. m 2 v, v2 1 2

In determining relative uncertainty, the pulse stacking

scheme should be compared with a single-threshold detection

scheme where ~ = — . For multiple thresholds,
ymm

ll + ^
°m H V1 + 4V"7 I V-+2V-

JS . LJ 2 j—_i—2 (10)
m Vj^ + 2v2 yrn

Just as in (8) the nominator depends on c,, since the relative

size of v_ increases with a.. In view of an actual pulse height

distribution (Fig. 2) it might be reasonable to set the thres-
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o
holds so that v, = 5v~/ in which case — =

m

So far, it has been presupposed that each input pulse will

be received by one pixel only. In practice, this is often

difficult to achieve. Many sensor arrays simply do not provide

sufficient isolation between adjacent pixels. Consequently,

more than one pixel will produce an output even if actual

illumination is limited to one pixel. Furthermore, it is

often desirable to improve detector resolution by increasing

the pixel density. This of course makes the pixels smaller

relative to the pulse beamwidth. It is still possible to

define the location of a pulse as coinciding with that pixel

which covers the pulse center, and for this pixel the input

signal must always be kept high enough for a good detection

probability. This means that total input pulse intensity

must be greater when pulses are wide. Anyway, the occurrence

of off-center hits causes an increase in o.. This is parti-

cularly great when the pulse width (including array charge

spread) is approximately equal to the pixel width, due to

random charge spilling into neighbouring pixels. However,

while the probability for double counting of central hits is

increased, there is a compensating increase in double counts

for border hits, since for these more than one pixel is

likely to be affected. The number of counts produced will

thus be subject to only little variation for a given input

pulse height. Anyway, storage for the multiple counts may

have to be provided in sealers or computer memories. E.g.

division can of course be employed to avoid this, but then

ADC output numbers have to be summed before division, or

single pulses will be lost by truncation. Wide pulses will
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of course also affect detector resolution. For high counting

rates the full pulse widths will be involved, whereas at lower

counting rates each pulse will be affected by the threshold

which reduces apparent pulse width.

While imager random noise can be sufficiently reduced not

to increase a appreciably, there is another imager imperfection

to be considered, i.e. response variations between pixels. For

the Fairchild device this is rated as no more than ± 15% devia-

tion from the mean. A reasonable interpretation of this would

be that the standard deviation is 5%. This fluctuation looses

its importance where oQ is large for other reasons, which is

true for the n-values considered here (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). It

is of interest to compare the information loss caused by the

pulse stacking scheme to losses caused by the use cf ;n; J, .-

channel plates. The total channel orifice area of MCPs is

typically 60% and the loss of input electrons is therefore

usually taken to be 40%. To compensate for this loss, input

signals would have to be increased by a factor of -en—, i.e.
ou

increased by 6 7%. As an alternative, this increase could be
2

used to compensate for a. =0.67 (as can be seen from eq.

(8)), which is a realistic value. The loss of information due

to the proposed method of MCP pulse counting is thus comparable

to the loss caused by the MCP. Counting methods of the type

described are therefore justified when the improvement in

maximum counting rate can be utilized.

Realization of a pulse stacking system

In order to try out the pulse stacking method a working

system was built. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. For the

camera built, a circuit published by Fairchild was used. While
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a lower-precision ADC would have sufficed, an 8-bit unit was

selected to make possible a study of the camera noise. The

random component exhibits a standard deviation of about 0.8

ADC units. Deviations of ± 2 units are quite rare. The counting

thresholds are interspaced 8 or 16 units (256 ADC units corre-

spond to about half imager saturation). For gating out unwanted

pixels (pixels with high dark signal) a memory is used with one

bit of storage for each pixel. In order to permit experimenta-

tion with different gating conditions, RAM was preferred to ROM.

The memory contents can be set pixel-by-pixel or by using a

comparator circuit which compares either pixel address or

pixel ADC value against a value set by panel switches. As a

diagnostic tool, a lamp display was added to show either

intensities of individual pixels or counts per scan line.

Since the address comparator was already available, this was

a very inexpensive way of providing self-testing capability.

Another step taken to avoid hidden malfunction was the

provision of an inexpensive DAC to reconvert the video signal

for monitoring. Together, these additions make expensive "data

domain" instrumentation unnecessary.

The computer is required to accept a parallel binary pulse

number for every imager scan line, and add this number to

previous contents of some memory word. At the maximum pixel

readout rate (1 MHz), the rate of computer input operations

is less than 10 kHz despite the high counting rates possible.

Since the computer employed (a PDP 15) was already operating

in a multitask environment ' , it was desirable to minimize

the interference with the existing activities. A DMA (direct

memory access) mode of data transfer was therefore selected.

The PDP 15 has standard hardware for adding numbers to memory
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by DMA with automatic address incrementation. Of course, this

was utilized. On most popular minicomputers an equivalent

facility can be implemented quite easily.

Conclusions

in actual use, the equipment permits counting rates much

higher than permitted by older vidicon single-threshold equip-

ment on the electron spectrometer for which it was designed.

At the same time there is no background counting except for

the very low dark pulse rate of the MCP. This combination of

characteristics in one single detection mode is important in

modern electron spectrometry where extremely high as well as

extremely low intensities can be encountered in a single experi-

ment. The extremely high intensities possible are of special

importance in experiments that are short in duration and/or

are carried out in order to analyze a dynamic process. Typical

imaging devices easily handle the maximum intensities produced

by MCPs even with nonlinear MCP operation. Two-dimensional solid

state imagers are now available from several sources with reso-

lutions of about 250x250 (simultaneously active) pixels. The

next generation of devices can be expected to raise this figure

to 500x500. There is of course a wide range of applications

where more oblong detectors ara required. Special MCPs can be

obtained with high aspect ratios for such use. Where the aspect

ratio is high enough to permit use of "linear" imagers, the

highest resolution available today is about 2000 pixels. In

many cases, the pulse stacking technique described can be employed

to advantage in other types of detectors than those based on

MCPs, e.g. those using direct detection of particles by an

imager. Future work is expected to deal with various methods
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of intensity calibration, as well as with alternative imager

types and methods of imager excitation.
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Appendix

If eq. (1) is replaced with (5), then (3) is replaced by

-n -n-(Q-n)2/2n-0,2

P' (Q) = I P(n)p ' (Q) = I S-S • • ±-
n n n nic

This has the form of a convolution of distributions (2) and

(6).

Now studying the variance of a general convolution, we

may without loss of generality, assume that the component

distributions n and 6 have zero first moments. The variance

of each distribution is then equal to the second moment:

a 2 = Jx2dx n(x)

a,2 = /x2dx 5 (x)

The convoluted distribution must also have a zero first moment,

hence

= Jx2dxt(n * 6)(x)] - Jx2dxjn(y)6(x-y)dy

= Jn(y)dy/x26(x-y)dx .

The x integral is the second moment <x > of an offset 6

distribution with first moment <x> equal to y. But in general,

the first and second moments are related to the variance by

<x > = a + <x> .

Thus,

|n(y}dy[o6
2 + y2] - a6

2/n(y)dy + Jy2n(y)dy

2 a. 2
= °6 + °n '

Q.E.D.
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a

Figure l.a. Imager pattern noise at 0.5 MHz pixel readout rate,

cs displayed on monitor oscilloscope using 100 times normal

video gain (gray scale corresponds to the lowest 1% of the

imager dynamic range). The pattern noise decreases with in-

creasing pixel readout rate up to the maximum rate (4 MHz

specified for the CCD 201). b. Example of noise gating. The

digital gating memory has been programmed to gate out all

pixels exceeding a certain signal level during the programming.



Relative
pulse height

Figure 2. Pulse height distribution of cascaded MCPs as given

by Colson et.al. . If the average pulse height is taken to be

1, then the standard deviation of the pulse height is approxi-

mately 0.46 for this particular case.



Figure 3. The vertical lines show the Poisson probabilities of

n values, for n = 20. The curve represents the calculated proba-

bility distribution of the total charge Q which is approximately

equal to the measured pulse number m. The increased width of the

Q distribution is due to spread in single pulse heights. Here,

the standard deviation ', of the single pulse height distribution

has been taken to be 0.60 which is more than in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4. Block diagram showing pulse stacking system electronic

equipment.


